
   

  
  
        

 
NEWS 
Malmö, Sweden, June 18 – 2020 

 
Polygiene goes to town with STOGO gloves 
 
Polygiene’s ViralOff® treatment has spurred many entrepreneurs to think of good uses. 
Now a startup named STOGO have started manufacturing urban action gloves with 
ViralOff® treatment. 
 

 
 
The name is based on FOGO (Fear of going out, a concept from Mark Manson who wrote: “The Subtle Art of 
not Giving a F..k!”). 
 
FOGO is the inversion of fear of missing out (FOMO). Whereas someone with FOMO feels constant anxiety that 
they may be missing out on something spectacular by staying in, people with FOGO live with constant anxiety 
about what might happen if they leave their homes. 
 
So enter the brand STOGO – Safe to go out! You don’t have to take these gloves off as conductive fingertips on 
thumb and index finger allow you to access electronics without compromising protection on mobile devices, 
ATMs, and self-checkout screens. 
 
The ViralOff treatment reduces germs and bacteria by 99% in less than 2 hours. It also stops the growth of 
odor-causing bacteria, so the gloves will stay fresh after each use. 
 
Every part of this glove is made from recycled materials. 
 
“As soon as I read the concept of FOGO, people staying at home out of fear, I wanted to do something about it”, 
says Jenn Tse, founder of STOGO. “These gloves can stay on all day and in essence give you the same freedom 
you had before.” 
 
“When we launched ViralOff, we invited inventors and entrepreneurs to come up with novel ideas for products 
to fight back during these tough times. STOGO is a great example that we wanted to highlight – together we 
can really change things for the better”, says Ulrika Björk, CEO Polygiene. 
 
ViralOff is not intended to prevent disease, it is used for the protection of the treated product. 
 



   

  
  
        

Subscribe here to get reports, press releases and News:  
http://ir.polygiene.com/en/press/subscribe/ 
 
For press images and more information, visit ir.polygiene.com or contact: 
Ulrika Björk, CEO 
ubj@polygiene.com, +46 70 921 12 75  
 
 
About Polygiene 
As the world leader in stays fresh and odor control technologies, we want to change the way we view clothes - from fast consumables to 
durables. We treat clothes, home products and textiles to help people stay fresh, wash less and let clothes and products live longer. Over 
140 global premium brands have chosen to use the Polygiene brand with their products. Polygiene is listed on Nasdaq First North Growth 
Market in Stockholm, Sweden. For more information: www.polygiene.com.  
Erik Penser Bank AB acts as its Certified Adviser. Phone: +46 8- 463 83 00, e-mail: certifiedadviser@penser.se. 
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